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THE AHJ – FRIEND OR FOE?  
 

Prior to transitioning into consulting, I was with the Maryland State Fire Marshal’s Office, where I 

performed licensure and certification surveys of health care facilities, and on a limited basis, 

participated in accreditation surveys.  As such, the perspectives offered herein are based upon 

my experience as both an Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) and as a consultant. 
 

Who Is The AHJ? 
 

Health care organizations (HCO’s) struggle with the number of AHJ’s with whom they must deal.  

From a fire safety perspective, owners of most buildings only need to deal with the local building 

official, local fire official, and their insurance carrier.  In addition to a local building official and 

local fire official, health care organizations need to deal with a licensing authority (typically the 

State health department), certification survey agency (typically a State agency who is surveying 

on behalf of CMS), an Accrediting Organization (AO) and an insurance carrier.  In some states, the 

concept of deemed status, that is used for certification, is also extended to apply to the State 

agency responsible for licensure.  In other states, the local building official or local fire official, or 

both, may have limited authority to regulate a health care organization since their authority is 

pre-empted by state licensure.  Even in these instances, you may find the local building official, 

local fire official, or State agency a useful resource with whom to partner to achieve compliance. 
 

Compliance Challenges 
 

Due to the direct impact on cash flow, many health care organizations focus on the state       

licensing authority, the certification survey agency, and the AO.  However, this focus could result 

in failing to take advantage of all the resources that are available to the HCO.  It could also result 

in a facility that is not in compliance with all applicable code requirements.  We know that CMS 

and the AOs apply the 2012 Edition of NFPA 101®, the Life Safety Code®.  However, unless local 

regulation is pre-empted, facilities also need to comply with the local/state building and fire 

codes.  Generally speaking, compliance challenges may arise when the local/state codes are 

different than the codes and standards required for compliance by CMS.  Compliance challenges 

may also arise when different editions of the Life Safety Code are required for compliance with 

local/state codes. 
 

While ASHE has committed significant resources to achieving consistency between the           

International Family of Codes (typically adopted by local and state agencies) and NFPA 101, there 

remain some differences, especially due to different editions of the codes.  For example, NFPA 

101 does not require that corridor walls be continuous to the underside of the roof/floor deck 

above when the ceiling membrane is capable of resisting the passage of smoke.   
 

Continued  on  the next page…... 
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THE AHJ – FRIEND OR FOE? Continued…. 
 

An Annex note in NFPA 101 states that lay-in acoustical tile can be considered as capable of  

resisting the passage of smoke.  However, the ICC voting membership has previously voted to say 

the lay-in acoustical tile is not considered to be capable of resisting the passage of smoke as 

required by the International Building Code. 
 

Compliance challenges are not limited to design and construction projects.  For example, local/

state codes may reference different editions of NFPA 25 and NFPA 72 with respect to the      

inspection and testing of fire protection systems.  If the HCO contracts with a service provider 

who is familiar with the local/state requirements but not the CMS requirements, the service 

provided may not perform the tasks as required by the CMS requirements.  With the  document 

review performed by many AOs, the discrepancy is likely to be identified, resulting in a survey 

related finding for certification and accreditation purposes. 
 

Building The Relationship 
 

A HCO can wait until problems such as those cited above are identified and try to resolve them at 

that time.  Or the HCO can pro-actively establish a working relationship with the various AHJ’s 

and work to address the issues prior to receiving a citation.  While not a health care example, a 

great example of where this worked successfully involved the design of the egress system for a 

new, large assembly occupancy.  The IBC and NFPA 101 contain different requirements with  

respect to determining the capacity of the means of egress in such buildings protected with an 

automatic sprinkler system.  The project was in a jurisdiction that was exempt from the State 

Code and used the IBC.  However, the State provided funding for the project with a condition 

that the project complied with the State codes.  The design team met with both AHJs early in the 

design process and developed a solution that did not require compliance with the more        

restrictive requirements, reducing the required egress width of the exit stairs by over 20 feet.  

Had the design team waited to receive plan review comment from both AHJs it is possible that 

the resolution may have been the same, but it certainly would have been more stressful being 

addressed so late in the project. 

 

Continued  on  the next page…... 
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“Compliance challenges are not limited to design and construction projects.“ 
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THE AHJ – FRIEND OR FOE? Continued…. 
 

Many AHJs consider themselves, and want to be, a valuable resource to partner with facilities within 

their jurisdictions to achieve compliance.  Relying on enforcement methods (plan reviews and   

inspections) is often more stressful and time consuming than working with all interested parties 

earlier in the process. Establishing a relationship with the various AHJs also provides HCOs with an 

opportunity to “educate” AHJs on some of the unique aspects associated with health care facilities 

and to listen to the perspectives and concerns of the AHJ.  The previously referenced ASHE advocacy 

effort has been as successful as it has, in part because ASHE has also used it as an opportunity to 

education AHJs who deal with all types of occupancies and may not be familiar with the unique 

aspects of health care facilities. 
 

A Success Story 
 

Several years ago, we were engaged by a HCO to design a replacement fire alarm system and      

developed a master plan to install automatic sprinkler protection throughout the facility.  Early in 

the project, we engaged the local building official and advised him that the HCO was voluntarily 

make improvements to their buildings.  The code that the building official was enforcing required 

the building to be protected throughout with an automatic sprinkler system to relax certain code 

requirements.  NFPA 101 allowed the same requirements to be relaxed if sprinkler protection is 

provided within the smoke compartment being evaluated.  Having already established a positive 

relationship with the building official, the building official agreed to apply the building code        

consistent with the NFPA 101 provisions that allowed the sprinkler modifications on a smoke     

compartment by smoke compartment basis.  Therefore, the HCO was able to make other            

modifications as sprinkler protection was installed in each smoke compartment. 
 

Next Steps 
 

The first step moving forward is to identify the various AHJs with whom you need to deal.  Even if 

you don’t have a current design project or a compliance challenge, reach out to each AHJ and offer 

to establish a working relationship moving forward.  Some may decline due to limited resources, and 

we need to respect the limitations they may have.  However, in most cases you are likely to find out 

that the AHJ will be happy to meet with you.  Use the opportunity to advise them of future projects 

or discuss potential compliance challenges.  Seek input from them with respect to any concerns or 

questions they have about your facility.  If you have any potential compliance challenges, seek their 

advice as to how you might proceed.  While there may be times that you end up in an adversarial 

relationship, start of by establishing a professional friendship and your HCO will reap benefits over 

the long term. 

“The first step moving forward is to identify the various AHJs with whom you need 
to deal. ” 

Effective Point of Interest #1 
 

Effective July 1, 2022, a fully revised Emergency Management (EM) chapter, including new and revised EM   
standards, has been approved for all Joint Commission-accredited hospitals and critical access hospitals. 
  
The Joint Commission undertook a thorough analysis and rewrite of the EM chapter that resulted in the following 
improvements: 

• Creating 22 new elements of performance (EPs). 

• Revising/consolidating 38 EPs. 

• Reorganizing requirements. 

• Renumbering standards. 
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IT’S TIME TO REEVALUATE YOUR BUSINESS OCCUPANCY 
 
Is your business occupancy code compliant?  Before we go any further let’s define Business  

Occupancy.  According to the NFPA, a Business Occupancy is a section of the building used for 

the transaction of business other than display of merchandise.  In the health care environment, 

this occupancy type is a catch all for those facilities that don’t fit in the Ambulatory Care, Health 

Care, or Residential Board and Care occupancies.  A medical office building is the best example of 

the aforementioned definition and is now subject to survey by accrediting organizations,       

specifically the Joint Commission. The Joint Commission has always surveyed in the business 

occupancy; however, if you recall, the requirements for improvement were scored in the 

“Environment of Care” chapter. Now they are scored in the Life Safety Standards (LS.05.01.10) .  

The areas surveyors will now be scoring are the following : fire alarm systems, fire rated barriers, 

means of egress, space below sprinkler heads (18” rule), hazardous storage rooms, clean storage 

rooms and the placement of alcohol hand sanitizer dispensers to 

name a few. The business  occupancy is no longer a get out of jail 

free card.  It time to reevaluate your business occupancy philosophy 

if you want to be code compliant.  In the words of Lao Tzu “if you do 

not change direction, you might end up where you are heading”. 
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AVOIDING TWITCHY EYED BURNOUT 
 

These days everyone is stressed about one thing or another. Burnout is a real issue and a huge concern for 

employers. Burned out employees lead to high turnover rates, lack of performance, low employee morale, 

and employee job dissatisfaction. There are ways to prevent burnout, which can be minor lifestyle changes 

with big impact. I know I have learned that I might need to make some lifestyle changes to get a more 

balanced work and home life.  

 

Stress is an integral part of burnout. To prevent stress developing into burnout can be as simple as       

communicating with friends and family in order to receive help. We as individuals do not have to shoulder 

everything on our own. Having help, and having an outside perspective, can make a big difference. 

 

With that in mind, we won’t focus on the causes burn out because that could make for a really long article. 

Instead, we will focus on ways to alleviate stress. Employers and Employees may find some of the        

suggestions in this article helpful in both the workplace and in their home lives.  

 

EMPLOYERS: Every company has its own culture, so these suggestions can be tailored to your specific 

employees and business. 

 

• Get your employees to take their vacation time. The US has a reputation of not using their vacation 

time, of being all work and no play. All employees, even the leaders, should use their time and not be 

expected to worry about work while out of the office. Strong support within the company will help 

employees to completely unplug and be able to enjoy their time off. 

• Encourage teamwork wherever possible. Employee interaction lowers stress levels and prevents 

employees from feeling solely responsible. It encourages ideas, problem solving and many other 

positives. Shared responsibility encourages the team to feel more invested but less stressed.      

Teamwork instills togetherness, team spirit, and confidence.   

• Encourage a periodic potluck or luncheon. Make sure it’s not a glorified meeting, but a real luncheon 

that encourages employee interaction about friends, family, and life. We spend a lot of time with one 

another talking about work. Getting to know one another better forms a tighter bond and better 

personal understanding. It can be as simple as an ice cream run, donuts, breakfast, dinner, bagels, 

etc. Sharing food brings people together, lowering walls and encouraging shared interaction. These 

events can be in the office, or at an agreed upon meeting point. Someone’s house, yard, restaurant, a 

park, etc.  Zoom meetings can be fun too if everyone is spread far apart. Let your employees have 

input, either by appointing a different team member every month to arrange it or create a suggestion 

box. These things don’t have to cost a lot to be effective.  

• Encourage variety in workspaces. Hold a meeting outside, go for talk walks to brainstorm, get your 

employees moving if they are sitting all day, or vice versa. These breaks don’t take away from work, 

rather they enhance productivity in the long run. Getting employees out of their daily grind, using 

techniques such as mediations, yoga, stretches, a dance moment, something to break up the day, will 

have a positive impact on the business culture.  

• Gauge employee morale. Walk around the workspaces to interact and measure employee morale. 

Pay attention to things like laugher, smiles, facial expressions and body language. Ask questions and 

interact with them. Take notice of stress levels. Some people are quite good at masking outward 

signs of stress or burnout. That’s why employee interaction is so important. Outside perspective can 

identify excessive stress quickly, allowing an employer to help prevent burnout. 

• Encourage activities that include employee families and friends. At least every 6 months, having an 

event where employees can bring in family or friends to participate. Hold a lottery, raffle, food drive, 

donation drive, or potluck at a meeting place. This gives our work families a chance to meet and get 

to know our support system. This builds a strong bond and healthy support system for all.  

• Have a weekly check in meeting or email. Invite discussion, as employees who feel like they have 

been heard don’t bottle things up and suffer from undo stress. It creates a teamwork environment, 

and helps employees be invested.  

• Have a weekly check in meeting or email. Invite discussion, as employees who feel like they have 

been heard don’t bottle things up and suffer from undo stress. It creates a teamwork environment, 

and helps employees be invested.  

 

Continued  on  the next page…... 
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AVOIDING TWITCHY EYED BURNOUT 
Continued…. 
 

EMPLOYERS Continued:  

 

• Encourage good work to home life balance. Happy employees are loyal, efficient employees.  

• Think about how these things not only help employees but also owners and executives. Everyone 

benefits from lowered stress and increased happiness.   

 

EMPLOYEES: Burnout is very serious and can make the difference between a job you love and a job you 

dread. Self-care is an important way to alleviate stress and prevent burnout. Self-care doesn’t harm 

productivity or job performance, but instead will enhance both.  

 

The first step is analyzing your stress levels. Ask yourself things like, how many hours are you working? Is 

work your whole life? If you’re not working, are you thinking about work? Are you interacting with others 

outside of work? How do you feel about work? Are you losing interest in work and things you enjoy? These 

questions will help to get a full picture of where you are emotionally and physically.  

 

Here are some things you can slowly add to your home and work life to get the balance that works for you.  

 

• Get moving in some way throughout the day. Talk a walk, go up some stairs, dance, jump, something 

you will enjoy. Anything that takes your mind off whatever you’re working on for a few minutes will 

allow for a helpful reset. Get your blood pumping some, or do some breathing exercises, mediation, 

yoga, stretches, the sky’s the limit.  

• Get out into the sun for a bit. Vitamin D is good for your health, both physically and mentally. A 

change of scenery can help alleviate stress. In inclement weather, try looking at outdoor scene    

photos, or a sun lamp. 

• Set reminders to perform self-care. Phone alarms are helpful for daily reminders. Be sure to make a 

note in the alarm that reminds you what you planned as your self-care.  

• Learn to ask for help when you need it. You are one person and not a superhero. Everyone needs 

help at some point. Try to ask before you have reached your stress limit.  

• Ask for family or friends for extra support. Warn them when you might have a crazy week. Often, 

those we care about can identify when we are getting too stressed before we can. Communication is 

key here. Talk about it with someone. Know your support system and use it. 

• Take a few moments to get the frustration out. Sometimes, our support system is unavailable in the 

moment. Bottling up frustration and stress only worsens the situation. Find what works for you. 

Some people scream into a pillow, others write a letter, or exercise. Finding a release of pressure can 

make a big difference.  

• Learn to unplug from technology. Take tech breaks. Start with 10 minutes and work you way to   

longer periods. Do something else with that time, like read a book, sit and enjoy silence, bake, draw, 

craft, anything that you enjoy. Consider it me time. Learn what centers you. 

• Give yourself a treat for a job well done. Be sure to celebrate the little wins. Rewarding yourself  

creates a positive reinforcement, even if you’re just celebrating looking for the bright spot in a bad 

day.  

• Break a long to do list up into smaller ones. Try a daily list that is broken into smaller parts. Like   

reminders, must dos, emails, calls, important items, etc. Put things on the list that need to get done 

that day. Finishing a check list leads to a sense of accomplishment. It also helps organize a long list in 

priority format and makes it easier to manage.  

• Learn to balance your home and work life. Examine where work bleeds into home life. Are you read-

ing your work emails while eating dinner? Looking at your phone during time with family or friends? 

All too often we feel it is imperative to work all the time and neglect our personal interactions.    

Examine what you do and see where you can make improvements in your life. Start out with small 

changes. Working constantly will lead to burnout. We all need to have balance. If you work on    

balancing life like you tackle a single work task you will get there. A happier well balanced you will be 

able to continue with the same passion for years to come.  

 

Continued  on  the next page…... 
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AVOIDING TWITCHY EYED BURNOUT 
Continued…. 
 

EMPLOYEES Continued:  

 

• Get some sleep. A good night’s rest has been proven to improve your mood and health. 

Even night owls should try to get more sleep. Start going to sleep fifteen minutes earlier 

each week till you get to a reasonable night’s rest. If that doesn’t work take a small nap 

when you get home.  

• Try a gratitude journal. List the things you are grateful for from the day before falling 

asleep. It could also be a list of people, a list of positives, whatever works for you. Ending 

the night on a positive note instead of thinking about tomorrow’s lists or work will lead to a 

better rest.  

• Get to know yourself more and be mindful what affects you. How you handle things and 

take care of yourself will have a significant impact on your stress levels. Burnout is       

something that builds up over time and recognizing excess stress earlier can help prevent it.  

 

Hopefully this article gave more insight into burnout and some small things that can help prevent 

it. We don’t always notice how serious stress can be. Burnout is something that can affect     

anyone in any field of work and can be hard to recover from. It can have an enormous effect on 

an individual, their work and their loved ones. Take a few moments now to look at your work and 

home life balance to see where improvements can be made. Try some of the suggestions and 

find what works. Employers should examine the atmosphere and culture of their offices.       

Employees are happier when they feel they are valued part of a family/team. Finding the right 

balance can help prevent burnout.  

 

Let me know what you think of have other suggestions. I am thinking about adding a section to 

our newsletter suggestions/reminders for a healthier you.  
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DON’T THROW MONEY AWAY ON RED BAG WASTE 
 

We’ve looked at strategies for improving our ecological footprint in previous articles – saving energy 

by making the conversion to LED lighting, by really cleaning your heating/cooling coils in AHUs, and 

by retro-commissioning your HVAC system. These are all easily accomplished and have significant 

impact on the bottom line as well as being solidly green initiative. Real win-win initiatives. 

 

This article will focus on another area which heavily impacts hospitals and offers room for real   

improvement in cost and environmental improvement. We’re referring to Regulated Medical Waste 

(RMW) or Red Bag Waste. Hospitals generate a significant amount of waste at more than 5 million 

tons per year. Each hospital bed accounts for approximately 30 pounds of waste per day. Roughly 

10% of the waste is RMW but it can cost more than 40% of the waste management budget to    

dispose of it. 

 

The current method of disposal utilizes an outside service provider to collect all the red bag waste 

and transport it to an incineration site. Then the ash must be disposed of in hazardous landfills. This 

poses a number of issues: 

 

1. The bagged waste takes up extra volume, which results in inefficient transport to distant   

incineration sites. This is being performed under hazardous transport permits. 

2. The incineration of the waste generates significant air pollution. 

3. The transport of the ash to special landfill sites requires extra distance and cost. 

 

Fortunately, there exists a much greener alternative – the shred and ozone method. There is now an 

alternative to allow for local processing of red bag waste using industrial shredding and disinfecting 

solutions.  

 

The service provider locates the equipment on the hospital’s property and handles the operation. 

Red bag waste is processed through the shredders to reduce the volume by 90% - this complies with 

HIPAA destruction requirements and reduces even sharps down to a size as unrecognizable as   

medical waste. Once the hopper reaches the set point, the shredded waste is exposed to            

concentrated ozone for a 99.9999% sterilization rate. After decontamination, the ozone reverts to 

oxygen and water vapor. The sterilized waste is then transported to a normal landfill for disposal. 

 

The benefits include: 

1. Cost savings 

2. No need for Hazardous Waste Transport Permits 

3. No need for hazardous landfills 

4. 30-50% reduction in greenhouse gases 

5. Reduction in air pollution 

 

It’s another win-win initiative. It makes your life easier, it saves you money, and it helps save the 

planet. 

Effective Point of Interest #2 
Effective July 1, 2022, The Joint Commission has approved several revisions to the Environment of Care (EC)  
chapter for hospitals, critical access hospitals, ambulatory health care organizations, assisted living communities, 
behavioral health and human services organizations, home care organizations, nursing care centers, and        
office-based surgery practices. 
  

The changes vary across accreditation programs and include the following: 
 

• New and revised elements of performance (EPs) that clarify and/or strengthen expectations for accredited 
organizations as they relate to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes. 

• Standard EC.02.03.05, EPs 7 and 8, were deleted for ambulatory health care organizations, behavioral 

health and human services organizations, critical access hospitals, home care organizations, hospitals, and 
office-based surgery practices because most organizations no longer have water storage tanks. 

• Standard EC.02.04.01, EP 11, which addresses reporting incidents of death, injury, or illness involving    
medical equipment, was added back for critical access hospitals and hospitals after being inadvertently 
deleted. 
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IS THERE LOW-HANGING FRUIT IN YOUR HOSPITAL? 
 

Do you know that most life safety code deficiencies that contribute to conditional-level findings 

are “low-hanging fruit”?  What does that mean?  I’m glad you asked.  Low-hanging fruit is “the 

obvious or easy things that can be most readily done or dealt with in achieving success or making 

progress toward an objective” (Merriam Webster Dictionary Low-hanging fruit, 2018). This 

means that many of your findings could be prevented if you would simply deal with the obvious, 

easy-to-address deficiencies on a routine basis.  For the sake of this article, I’m going to pinpoint 

places where low-hanging fruit is most commonly found and list simple practices for quick reme-

diation.   
 

Corridors: 

• Reduce projections into the corridor that protrude more than 6 inches from the wall.   

• Eliminate placement of two soiled linen hampers stored side by side.  

• Clean dirty sprinkler heads and stained ceiling tiles. 

• Repair bent sprinkler head deflectors. 

• Label all medical gas shut-off valves. 
 

Above the ceiling:   

• Remove cables draped over sprinkler pipes. 

• Replace missing cover plates on electrical junction boxes. 

• Increase the frequency with which you inspect barrier penetrations. 
 

Mechanical spaces:  

• Replace missing cover plates on electrical junction boxes (This is not a typo.  Check for this 

deficiency in both above-ceiling areas and mechanical spaces). 

• Remove cables tied to sprinkler pipes. 

• Eliminate storage of items within 3 feet of electrical panels. 

• Eliminate storage of items in front of HVAC unit access doors.   

• Label all circuit breakers that are in the ON position.  
 

Kitchens:  

• Clean dirty sprinkler heads. 

• Place deep fryer at least 16 inches from open flame or mount an 8-inch metal splash guard 

between cooking appliances.  

• Mount K-extinguishers within 30 feet of cooking surfaces. 
 

Generator rooms:   

• Provide eyewash station if one measures the battery-specific gravity. 

• Mount a remote manual stop outside of generator room.  
 

Operating Rooms  

• Create unobstructed path to medical gas shutoff valves. 

• Eliminate blocked Line-isolation panels. 

• Increase the frequency with which you inspect barrier penetration above the ceiling. 

• Label medical gas shutoff valves. 

• Eliminate corridor clutter (non-suite). 
 

Main Fire Alarm Control Panel  

• Check panel cover for circuit breaker label 

• Check sub-electrical panel to ensure main fire alarm control panel breaker is marked in red. 
 

In the words of Confucius, “Life is really simple. We just keep making it complicated.”  Be sure 

not to complicate the way you manage your facility.  Keep the simple things simple.  Identify and 

address your low-hanging fruit.  Your healthcare facility will be a safer place for your staff,    

patients and visitors. 
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FIRE DOORS 
 

Visually Inspecting Swinging Fire Doors (Part 1) 
 

Notice: The comments and opinions expressed in this article are based solely on the author’s expertise and 

experience. They do not represent NFPA’s, ASHE’s, or any other organization’s official positions or opinions.  
 

Before reading this article, you might find it helpful to read the previous installments covering the Princi-

ples of Door Safety Inspections (parts 1 and 2) and Acceptance Testing of Swinging Fire Doors.  
 

At first glance, NFPA 80’s list of visual inspection points (see Section 5.2.3.5.2 in the 2019 edition) seems 

straightforward. After all, there are only thirteen inspection points. How difficult could it be? You might not 

know that NFPA 80’s inspection points only cover swinging fire doors’ basic requirements and functions. In 

other words, each inspection point has sub-inspection points that must be verified during door safety 

inspections to accurately and completely assess the condition of the respective items. For example, item 

(9) states, “Latching hardware operates and secures the door when it is in the closed position.” In this case, 

latching hardware refers to all latching devices attached to the doors, which is subjective to single and 

paired doors. Paired doors have multiple points of latching typically. (More on latching hardware later.)  
 

Even though NFPA 80 lists thirteen inspection points, the charging statement preceding the list states, “As 

a minimum, the following items shall be verified.” Because the inspection items are subject to the actual 

door assembly components comprising specific assemblies, it is often necessary to check additional items 

not included on the list.  
 

Most single swinging fire door assemblies consist of a door frame, door leaf, and an arrangement of    

mechanical hardware components (e.g., hinges, latching hardware, and a closing device). However, many 

swinging fire door assemblies have complex electrified hardware functions that must also be included in 

the visual inspection process. For example, fire exit hardware devices with electrified latch retraction and 

electrified dogging functions must be inspected to ensure the devices become positively latched when 

released by fire alarm signal, actuation of detectors, and loss of power. Similarly, fire-rated doors equipped 

with delayed egress locking systems must allow free and immediate egress under alarm conditions 

(including detectors) and loss of power. And, wiring preparations in door frames and doors must comply 

with the respective manufacturers’ technical manual and published listings for fire-rated assemblies, as 

well as their installation instructions.  
 

It’s essential you know that each door assembly component (e.g., door frame, door(s), and hardware) must 

be installed in accordance with how it was tested (aka its published listings) and its installation instructions 

(see 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 in NFPA 80). More importantly, the listings of all of the door assembly components 

must be in agreement. For instance, some fire-rated hardware components have limited applications and 

use, such as being rated for only 20 minutes or being limited to installation on hollow metal or wood fire 

doors. When codes require door assemblies to have a minimum hourly rating, all components must have 

ratings that meet or exceed it.  

 

One of NFPA 80’s central concepts is that the fire rating of a swinging door assembly is valid when 1) all of 

the required components are present and 2) the doors function correctly. It might help to think of it this 

way, an assembly can have all of its required components, but if the door doesn’t swing easily and freely, 

close completely, and latch positively, the fire rating of the assembly is invalidated. NFPA 80 and the   

building, fire, and life safety codes require swinging fire doors to operate correctly at all times, except after 

exposure to a fire. Accordingly, performing NFPA 80’s door safety inspections is subjective to the compo-

nents making up each fire-rated door assembly.  
 

Another of NFPA 80’s central concepts is that the fire rating of a door assembly is determined by the rating 

of the door frame or door, whichever is less (see A.6.3.1.1 in NFPA 80). In most cases, the rating of     

swinging fire door assemblies is the rating of the door leaves since door frames typically carry higher 

ratings. For instance, standard 16 gauge hollow metal door frames in masonry walls have three-hour 

ratings. Installing doors rated for 1-1/2 hours (90 minutes) in 3-hour rated frames results in 1-1/2-hour 

rated assemblies since the doors’ ratings are less than the frames’ ratings.  
 

Another example, albeit a less common condition, is hollow metal sidelight frames that carry 3/4-hour    

(45-minute) ratings. In this case, installing doors with higher ratings (e.g., 1-1/2-hour and 3-hour) in these 

sidelight frames results in 3/4-hour rated assemblies. Remember, it’s the rating of the door frame or door, 

whichever is less.  
 

Continued  on  the next page…… 
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Visually Inspecting Swinging Fire Doors (Part 1) 
 

Expanding on this concept, installing door assembly components with ratings less than the   

required rating of the entire assembly diminishes the rating of the whole assembly; the rating 

lowest-rated component becomes the maximum rating of the assembly. For instance, certain 

continuous hinges are rated up to 1-1/2 hours (90 minutes) and cannot be used on 3-hour rated 

assemblies. Doing so reduces the rating of the assembly to 1-1/2 hours, irrespective of the hourly 

rating printed on the fire door label.   
 

It’s important to know that the ratings of door frames are not required to match the ratings of 

the doors installed in them—that’s not how the industry works. In fact, labels on hollow metal 

door frames do not typically include the hourly rating, especially on older existing fire door   

assemblies—assemblies more than twenty-five (25) years old. Today’s labels use the terms Listed 

Fire Door Frame and Classified Fire Door Frame and might not include hourly ratings when the 

door frames are capable of the maximum ratings (e.g., 3-hour for masonry walls and 1-1/2-hour 

for stud/gypsum walls). There is no industry standard for labels on door frames (or doors, for 

that matter). When the ratings of the door frames are less than the maximum possible ratings, 

the hourly ratings are listed on the labels; they match or exceed the ratings of the doors. For 

example, in 3/4-hour rated sidelight frames, the doors are usually rated 1/3-hour (20 minutes) 

and 3/4-hour (45 minutes).  
 

The fire door industry is more than 120 years old, and as you might expect, it evolved (and is 

evolving) over time. Fire door labels of the past don’t look like today’s labels, just as today’s 

labels won’t look the same as labels twenty-five (25) years from now. Two extremely important 

facts to keep in mind are that there are no standardized labels and no expiration dates on fire 

doors. Older existing fire doors are not required to comply with today’s codes and standards 

unless the building or space is renovated and/or there is a change of occupancy use.               

Replacement fire doors must comply with the codes and standards in effect at the time of    

replacement (see 5.1.3 in NFPA 80).  
 

Glass and Glazing Materials in Swinging Fire Doors 
 

The ratings of door leaves determine the maximum area of visible glass permitted in the doors. 

Higher-rated doors have the least amount of visible glass. For older existing swinging fire doors, 

fire protection-rated glass (e.g., 1/4-inch wire glass) was limited to the sizes shown in Table 1 

below.  
 

Due to the advancements in fire protection- and fire resistance-rated glass and glazing materials, 

and fire door design and fabrication over the past twenty years or so, visible glass sizes in    

swinging fire doors are not so neatly defined. Today, the visible glass areas in swinging fire doors 

are limited to the maximum sizes tested by the respective door manufacturers. Generally, the 

sizes shown in Table 1 apply to fire protection-rated glass and glazing today’s doors, but there 

are many exceptions that inspectors need to know. For example, at least one manufacturer of 

1/3-hour rated wood doors (without the hose stream test) can have over 3,000 sq. in. of fire 

protection-rated glass (in one single piece)—this application requires a prescribed combination 

of door construction, glazing material, and light kit. 
 

Today’s codes and standards require each section of fire protection-rated and fire                   

resistance-rated glass to be visibly marked—including its hourly rating—but that is a relatively 

new requirement (circa. 2006). Consequently, glass and glazing materials in the majority of   

existing door frames and doors were not required to be marked. Therefore, the absence of  

markings on existing glass and glazing materials is not a deficiency that needs to be corrected. 

Further, even though today’s code requirements for marking glass and glazing in fire door     

assemblies apply to the ubiquitous 1/4-inch wire glass, many jurisdictions do not enforce it.  
 

Continued  on  the next page…… 
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Fire Doors Continued…. 
 

Visually Inspecting Swinging Fire Doors (Part 1) 

  
Table 1: Wire Glass Sizes in Swinging Fire Doors 

Inspecting Latching Hardware 
 

Single doors usually have one point of latching (e.g., mortise and bored latches and fire exit hardware 

devices), but they can have two or three points of latching. Active leaves of paired doors might have one or 

two points of latching—a few have three points of latching. Inactive leaves of paired doors might have one 

or two points of latching. In all cases, each latching hardware device is inspected to 1) confirm it latches 

positively in its respective strike or keeper, 2) verify latch bolts do not bind when engaged in their strikes 

and keepers, 3) witness latch bolts moving freely, extending fully, and retracting completely, and 4) verify 

all strike plates and keepers are present, intact, and securely fastened to the door frame, opposing door, or 

floor. The types of latching hardware devices determine how many additional steps are necessary to   

complete item (9). Latching hardware projecting into floors and thresholds (e.g., automatic,                   

constant-latching, and manual flush bolts and vertical rod fire exit hardware) must be checked to verify 

latch bolts project fully (e.g., at least 1/2-inch for flush bolts) in their strikes and keepers.  
 

Latch bolt projection (aka throw) for most older existing pairs of doors is 3/4-inch or 5/8-inch. Some of 

today’s paired doors might only require 1/2-inch latch bolt projection—there is no one size fits all latch 

bolt throw dimension. The good news is that latch bolt projection primarily affects bored latching         

hardware devices—Grade 1 mortise latches have 3/4-inch latch bolts, and latches on fire exit hardware 

devices do not have to meet that requirement.  
 

Continued  on  the next page…… 

“Inspecting Latching Hardware “ 
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Fire Doors Continued…. 
 

Visually Inspecting Swinging Fire Doors (Part 1) 
 

As with the maximum visible glazed areas of swinging fire doors, there have been advancements in latch-

ing hardware technology and its testings. There is at least one manufacturer of 1/3-hour (20-minute) rated 

wood fire doors (without the hose stream test) that does not require active-latching hardware; it requires 

the use of at least three (3) fire pins (aka auxiliary fire latches and thermal pins) to positively latch the 

doors under fire conditions. In this instance, one fire pin is installed in the top rail of each door, projecting 

into the head section of the door jamb. The third fire pin is mounted approximately forty (40) inches above 

the floor, projecting from the vertical edge of one door into the vertical edge of the opposing door. Most 

inspectors might not see one of these special applications during their inspections. Those who find these 

special applications might not know it complies with NFPA 80 because it is how this arrangement of door 

assembly components was tested.  
 

Summary 
 

Fire doors are specially engineered systems that require increased attention during installation, inspection, 

testing, and maintenance. Performing NFPA 80’s visual inspection requirements to swinging fire doors 

ensures fire doors are kept in a constant state of readiness.  
 

The next article in this series covers more of the visual inspection points of acceptance testing for swinging 

fire doors.  

FROM ALL OF US: 

“Fire doors are specially engineered systems that require increased attention during 
installation, inspection, testing, and maintenance.  ” 

        


